
 

Digital interpretation systems: Taiden and Bosch NG
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We offer a full rage of simultaneous interpretation services

utilizing the latest, state-of-the-art equipment. 

TAIDEN digital receivers are the most advanced in the world

while also being the most user friendly. Their large, easily

readable LCD screens display information on transmission 

power, battery and volume levels, channel number, as well 

as the language of interpretation - a unique feature which 

makes finding the desired interpretation substantially easier 

- in particular during multilingual conferences. 

TAIDEN receivers are fully compatible with other digital 

systems used in Europe. The received digital transmission 

is completely free of interference from modern lighting 

systems. In addition, interpretation may be conducted in 

locations inaccessible to analogue infrared systems, for 

example, sunlit spaces, open air etc.

In addition, our systems include the newest generation of

BOSCH NG equipment characterized by fully digital interpreting

units housing large, clear display screens. We are able to provide

interpretation in as many as 32 languages which can be conducted 

in multiple locations at the same time. This gives us the flexibility 

to adapt interpreterbooths to satisfy individual requirements of both 

interpreters and customers. The systems are fully compliant with 

the IEC 61603 and IEC 60694 international standards for interpreting 

equipment, as well as the European Commission's norms for 

conference infrastructure (ISO 2603-1998, ISO4043-1998).
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Our offer also includes:

TAIDEN digitally controlled discussion system intended for  meetings and gatherings 

which allow the participants to  communicate with each other 

by means of microphones and built in loudspeakers or personal headphones.

Qomo voting systems which facilitate the voting process, shortening its time

to a minimum while the results can be followed in real-time thanks to visualisation

in the form of tables and graphs.

TourGuide INFOPORT system, a mobile solution which can be employed for

conducting factory group tours of production floors and assembly lines, 

as well as guided sightseeing tours. The system may also be used to assist  

in performing chuchotage (whispered interpreting).

Digital audio and video recording systems provide an opportunity for capturing important events for the future.

Our offer includes filming of conferences and conventions including live coverage. We can also provide 

audio-video transmission to additional sites.  

Highly reliable sound systems custom fit to location's size, number of participants and the form of meeting 

ensure excellent sound quality and clarity of speech. We particularly recommend multipoint sound systems

based on products of leading manufacturers (JBL, PHILIPS) and outstanding quality microphones 

by such top producers as AKG, MIPRO, SENNHEISER or SHURE.

Equipment for all types of  presentation visualizations: extensive range of multimedia projectors, large sized

front and rear projection screens, various plasma display panels and wall screens, as well as control stations 

with a wide range of diverse effects. We also offer the latest in 3D PROJECTION technology !

Video conference terminals which make it possible to bring together into a single place and time conversation 

participants scattered in various locations.

We are looking forward to doing business with you!
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